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Two of many versions
The analog mechanical / electrical
meter- normally on your Home.
The Energy company will tell you
there is nothing wrong with this type
of meter. It possesses no known
threat to a resident!

The New Digital meter generates a
electromagnetic field and gleans more
energy consumption than the previous
electrical/mechanical meter!
It will cost you more to operate!
See the Itron website documentation.
Smart Meter

The Smart Meter has a Radio Frequency two communication device which will be able to remotely disconnect your house
electrical service without your permission and communicate and possibly regulate your heating, air conditioning and home
Smart Chipped appliances thus endangering your personal safety. Currently they will not let you OPT-OUT for any reason!
The Smart Meter RF signal may cause cancer, heart palpitations, nausea, memory loss, DNA damage ETC.
Cost you more with peak time pricing!

Who will be held LIABLE for the Harm and Damages!

The meter may cause arcing, fires, destroy appliances and invade your privacy by the gleaning of your personal
information and destroy your 4th amendment protection. The Energy company will not take liability for your damages!
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Stopping the Smart Meter Invasion
( The Decision is Yours )
To stop Smart Meters from being Installed on your Home!

To have a Smart Meter Removed from your home!

Suggestion;
1. Tag your meter(s) ;Do NOT install smart meter here!
2. Document; with pictures of tags and date of tagging.
3. Document your position with phone calls, faxes, e-mails and
even a "Letter of No Consent".
4. Send ALL pertinent documentation to the energy company,
Public Utility Commission, Governor and Attorney General.

Suggestion;
1. You must become a personal activist!
2. You must document what you believe to be the
potential harm to you and your fellow residents.
3. You must do all of the previous mentioned criteria and
start an un-relentless campaign to hold the Energy
Company and everyone whom claims to represent your
interest accountable - for what they do and NOT DO, City
/ Township, county, state and federal - everyone!

Note: by not saying "NO' to the installation, the corporations
consider you allowing the installation as a "YES"!

You are NOT alone in this protest, fight and revolution - to protect our own very lives.
Others will gladly join you and help You! Seek them Out!
You must do the research to prove to our government that their safety standards and policies are in-adequate to protect You and your
fellow Americans from this harm.
The documentation, scientific and medical proof is out there.
When we lose our 4th Amendment rights to be secure in our own home - we will no longer be free Americans but slaves to the
corporations of the world!

